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Until now a tempest elite conflict in the party's internal is still happen. Internal conflict happens between two camps, namely the camp Chairman of PPP Suryadharma Ali with camp Vice Chairman of PPP Romahurmuziy and 26 Regional administrators council of PPP all over Indonesia that triggered the attitude of Suryadharma Ali attended the campaign of Gerindra party assessed by 26 Region administrators council of PPP in various areas as a form of "Indiscretion political", then the conflict nosedive up to the threat of dismissal to the region administrators council Secretary General PPP by Suryadharma Ali. But the threat was countered by Deputy Chairman, Secretary General PPP Regional Board Council, by holding a meeting with the national leadership to discuss the National Working Group III. The meeting was not attended by Suryadharma Ali. The aimed of this research was to find out and to understand about the political orientation of regional leadership council of united development party Lampung Province against the conflict in central leadership council.

This research used qualitative research methods. The type of research was descriptive qualitative, which provide an overview of the problems examined, namely how was the political orientation committee DPW PPP Lampung against the conflict PPP at the national level. The use of qualitative research was seen more subjective because it used a different method of collecting information, individuals in using the interview.

The result showed that the Regional Leadership Council of United Development Party Lampung Province on the mechanism of input and output on DPP decision making system, including the knowledge of rights and obligations as the DPW in the conflict at the national level has been good, which Regional Leadership Council of United Development Party Lampung Province know the background, chronology and settlement of the conflict in the Central Leadership council of United Development Party (PPP). The feelings Regional Leadership Council of the United Development Party Lampung Province on the DPP leadership system, including the role of actors (politicians) and the maintenance of political parties, which Regional Leadership Council of United Development Party Lampung Province Development considers that a legitimate leadership was the leadership of
DPP PPP and the maintenance of political parties by Djan Faridz. The Decision and individual opinion Regional Leadership Council of the United Development Party Lampung Province about the DPP leadership that typically involving the standard of values, information and feelings criteria, where in each DPW decision-making process based on the decision of the Central Leadership Council. The decisions and opinion regional leadership council member PPP Lampung endorsed the leadership of Djan Faridz.

Advice, if the United Development Party (PPP) does not want a conflict about things that have been agreed, the United Development Party (PPP) need to Plant an ideology clearer down to the root, starting from the central level, region, down to the local level. United Development Party (PPP) should hold dialogues of democracy within the party, so from the central level, the region, to the area can permeates the various principles and policies applicable in the internal party. In efforts to raise the United Development Party (PPP) and the achievement of the goal of winning the party in the election, members and cadres of the United Development Party (PPP) should do obligation above personal interests to run the vision and mission of the party.
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